TESTIMONIALS
kristain ricks
1 review

★★★★★ 4 months ago
When i came in to talk and ask questions, everything was answered and explained really well. She was
easy to talk to. I hired her and her team to help me through a tough time and she helped get an ending I
was hoping for. The communication between us was awesome. Whenever I had a question, her response
time was quick. I would hire her again without question. Thank you so much

Jennifer Miller
1 review

★★★★★ 4 months ago
Leigh Daniels  has compassion for her clients.  She  is attentive, friendly, and understands  what changes
are being made in our lives.   She responds to emails, phone calls and makes every effort if an
appointment in office is requested.   Leigh hires the best assistants in her office, and is fair in her rates. I
hired her in 2010, and recently referred a family member.  Life has it's ups and downs.  Leigh Daniels and
Associates, are the people you can trust to represent you.

Steve Dyson
2 reviews

★★★★★ a month ago
Leigh Daniel represented me in my recent divorce. She was understanding, considerate and extremely
passionate about doing her job very well.
During the divorce hearing she challenged all the false information that my ex-wife had given and ensured
that I got to tell the judge the true version of events.
Leigh, got me the best possible outcome, the deal was not only fair but beneficial to my future earnings.
I also had the pleasure of working with Jamerson Godsey, another Attorney at Leigh Daniels office, I was
impressed by Jamerson, just as I was with Leigh.
I would recommend Leigh Daniel to anyone needing an Attorney.
Thank you Leigh for a great job done exceptionally well.
My Ex-Wife filed an appeal against the alimony, break up of the properties and everything else. Leigh and
Jamerson defended me in the appeal and ensured that I did not lose anything more, the Judge did not
change his original decision.
Once again, a huge thank you to Leigh Daniel and Jamerson Godsey.
Steve

K W

1 review

★★★★★ 7 months ago

I hired Leigh in January due to my previous attorney (which I had for over a year) left me to feel like I had a
lost case and did not provide me with effective representation. After only knowing me and my case for 5
months - she exceeded my expectations during a complex custody proceeding. She is phenomenal and
represented me as she would like she’s known me my entire life! In court she is fiercely protective and will
fight for you – blowing you away at her knowledge and authenticity she brings. I received guidance not
only as her client but I felt like a friend as well. Communication is key and she makes it a point to reply
back to any correspondence she receives that very day even when she was out of the Country! Her legal
guidance and quality of service is top of the line!!

Shannon Tuttle
1 review

★★★★★ 8 months ago
My husband and I came to Ms. Daniel after a bad experience with another lawyer.  She was quickly able to
assess the situation and tell us what to do next.  She was honest and upfront with us about the law and
the facts for and against us.  She and her staff communicated with us immediately and we never were left
guessing.   Since we live out of the State she was willing to meet us in a more convenient location to help
us out before the trial.
When we got into the Courtroom she fought for us and tore about each and every argument of the
opposing side.  She showed us she had listened to everything we had been telling her and she proved our
case.  In Court she went after the witnesses and didn't let them get away with lying.  She went to bat for
us and we won temporary custody.  She called us as soon as the Order came in and she cared about what
happened to the little girl involved.  Eventually, the Mother settled the case and we have custody.
The cost of litigation wasn't cheap but it was worth it to have custody. Ms. Daniel worked with us toward
the end with a payment plan to insure we got the case finished

Federico Vignaroli
1 review

★★★★★ 4 months ago
Leigh was determined, persistent and committed to my divorce case. In addition, Leigh and her team gave
me that compassionate, positive and optimistic family-like support that helped me going through this
difficult time. Thanks Leigh to you and your team

christopher kelley
1 review・1 photo

★★★★★ 9 months ago
I am an out of state client. Going to court in your own state and county is a headache in itself. I am from
out of state and didn't know anyone here to recommend me a good attorney here in Alabama. You can
imagine my stress! Naturally I turned to google and searched for attorneys here in the Madison county
area. I chose Leigh from her reviews found here! Leigh will be shocked and amazed when she reads this
because she never asked how i came chose her or who recommended her to me. Now having Leigh as
my attorney I can say from experience that Leigh is a caring, passionate, highly dedicated, and very
knowledgeable attorney that listens to her clients concerns and represents her clients  with phenomenal

results. Leigh has an outstanding team that is dedicated to answering any of your concerns and keeps
you informed and updated of every event in the case. To Leigh, Tiffany, and Jamerson. Thank You for the
happiness I have and memories to be made with my granddaughter. I will be forever thankful and
remember Leigh Daniel and her team forever! Thank you from an Arkansas client, Christopher Kelley

Kristen Grace

1 review・2 photos

★★★★★ 8 months ago
Leigh is so much more than an attorney! She had done so much for our family.  Thanks to her I got to
spend christmas with my son 1st time in 6 years! She genuinely cares. She goes above and beyond.

Kenya Halliburton
1 review

★★★★★ a year ago
Amazing, compassionate and highly competent legal representation! Leigh represented me during a time
when I was scared and hurt.  She was more than my divorce attorney she was my advocate and friend. I
didn't feel like just another case. Her and her team we compassionate, responsive and  fought hard to me
get the best results from my divorce. I can't recommend her enough. If you are looking for a
compassionate representation that will fight hard for you during the difficulty of divorce and custody
issues, Leigh is hands down the best attorney in the area! Call her today!

Jon Fleming
1 review

★★★★★ a year ago
I highly recommend Leigh Daniel and her excellent team when seeking legal counsel. I've known Leigh
since 2007.  She represented me during my divorce and multiple custody suits over the years. I am so
thankful my kids and I had her by our side during a very long and difficult time in our lives.   Her
professionalism, knowledge, advice and caring attitude make her the best choice.  Leigh truly cares about
her clients and has their best interest at heart.

Melissa DelToro
1 review

★★★★★ a year ago
Leigh Daniel is a consummate professional with the rare and beautiful quality of deep caring and
heart-centered practices. She has high integrity, strong drive to succeed for herself and her
clients/customers/staff, and a vision for win-win outcomes for everyone. Leigh is always in
"support" mode - intending that everyone around her can find happiness, flourish, and achieve
their highest outcomes. However, she is not afraid to dig deep and confront inequality, unfairness,
and unkindness with a strong strategy and effective tactics. I highly recommend working with her
and her services

Ashley Sibille
1 review

★★★★★ a year ago
Leigh Daniel is an Attorney who will have you back. She is the best there is and having her represent you
is the best decision you can make. I highly recommend her

Lori Webster
2 reviews

★★★★★ a year ago
Leigh has been my husband’s attorney for over 10 years now.  We have had to go back to court for one
reason or another just about every two years for the past 10 years due to actions or inactions of his
ex-wife.  Leigh helped my husband win sole physical custody of his children who were under the age of 5
at the time and we have retained this custody arrangement ever since, with some minor changes in our
favor. Each time we are back in court, my husband’s ex has tried to get a change in custody, child support
reduced, or contempt charges placed against him.  Each time, Leigh has proven our case, proven the best
interest of the children are to remain with us, proven his ex’s actions or inactions had effects on the
children, and Leigh has always prevailed.  From the first moment we consult with her (for each new time
we are back in court) until time for trial, Leigh has been upfront and honest and has kept us abreast of any
developments within our case.  Sure, there have been times we may not have gotten a response as
quickly as we were wanting (when you’re going through custody battles and dealing with an ex that is very
uncooperative, sometimes one may tend to be a little too impatient and sometimes may expect a
response as soon as they hit the send button, I’m not saying that was us……. ), but we had to remind
ourselves that we were not her only client and she had other individuals dealing with issues just as bad or
maybe worse that needed, expected, and warranted the same attention to their matters that we were
wanting of ours.  With that being said though, I don’t recall a time during any of our trials of not getting a
response to our questions either by Leigh herself or another member of her team within a very reasonable
amount of time, even when we emailed while she was on vacation or after hours.   Leigh is honest and is
not going to file a bunch of “extra” stuff just to file it…… she will give you the advice you need and tell you
what she thinks is relevant to use and what is not, not only to help your case but also to help your
pocketbook.  While every one of her cases may not have had as favorable of an outcome as ours, I can
guarantee you that she gives at least 150% to each and every case.  Her compassion for her work and
compassion towards her clients is far beyond what I have seen from other attorneys.  We have had to
recently retain services yet again but we have faith and confidence that once again she will use her
expertise, compassion, and positive thinking to prevail.

Jenn Besaw
1 review

★★★★★ a year ago
Leigh is an awesome family attorney, and I have recommended her to many friends. I have seen her
compassion for her clients firsthand, and know that her expertise and experience in family law make her
an excellent choice when looking for a domestic attorney.

Bryan Glover
1 review

★★★★★ a year ago
I recommend Leigh Daniel to everyone I know. With all the years of experience she has, she knows how to
represent people in the best way.

J B Rozier
1 review

★★★★★ a year ago
I received good reviews about Leigh Daniels and she was everything and more! Her staff was friendly. She
answered all my questions throughly which provided comfort in a very difficult situation. Thank you
Attorney Daniels.

Tracy Broad
1 review

★★★★★ a year ago
Leigh Daniel is a great attorney and is very respectful and honest.  She explains things very well and is
always understanding

Veronica Olmsted
2 reviews

★★★★★ a year ago
Leigh has been nothing but a great lawyer as well as a motivation to keep going when I felt like it was
helpless. She puts all effort and passion into each and ever case.

Rebecca Winters
1 review

★★★★★ a year ago
Leigh has worked with my family with multiple issues from family law to probate issues and we have
been very pleased.

Carl Holden

4 reviews・2 photos

★★★★★ 2 years ago
Leigh is a professional lawyer with a great dedication to people, not just cases.  Her positive attitude is
extremely refreshing and encouraging.

Deborah Burch
1 review

★★★★★ a year ago
Leigh represented me in my divorce.  She was compassionate and listened without judgement.  She was
effective at cross examination of my ex-husband and helped me get the results I deserved.

Dear Leigh and Jamerson,
Thank you for helping my grandson’s mother..  It was a difficult mess, I know, but you did it with
professionalism, care, friendship and love.  I appreciate your willingness to work with me on payments
and information, too.  Your jobs are not easy- but necessary and I’m so glad that you close them because
you are 2 wonderful people. You made a beautiful difference.  Thanks with all my heart,
Jennifer Miller

Leigh will not let you down...

5.0 stars

Posted by Terry
April 27, 2017

I retained Leigh for a divorce and she did exactly what I needed and then some. She's
the Gold Standard of Attorneys and her staff is bar none. The best. Communication was
easy and there every time I needed it. Her and her team (Linda is the best ever) made
sure I was informed and making the best decisions along the way. I would only use Leigh
and her team if I needed legal representation again. She's the only attorney I've ever
hired that I know where every penny I spent went. She definitely earned it!
Many thanks to you and your team.

THE BEST

5.0 stars
Posted by anonymous
April 14, 2017

She was easy to talk to, answered every question I had, and explained everything really
well. The email communication between us was great; the response time from her or her
office was quick. I hired her and would do it again without question. She worked hard to
get the ending I was hoping for. Thank you Leigh Daniel and staff!

Excellent client care

5.0 stars

Posted by Gina
March 14, 2017

Leigh was interested throughout the whole process in caring and keeping in touch.
Professional care was key. There was Patience with questions and easy to understand
answers. Would recommend highly!

Best Family Law Attorney in Huntsville

5.0 stars
Posted by Lori
March 6, 2017

Leigh has been our attorney for over 10 years. Unfortunately, due to actions and
inactions on my husband’s ex wife’s part, we have been back to court almost every two
years. We were last in court in March of 2016 and we are currently awaiting our court
date for the newest filing. We have never even entertained the idea of trusting anyone
other than Leigh with our cases. Through the years that Leigh has represented us we
have continued to see her vast knowledge in Family Law throughout each proceeding.
She has always shown support, professionalism, and her overall genuine care and
concern for our kids and our family. Leigh has extensive experience in the courtroom and
is definitely one who you want in your corner.

Leigh was always there for me

5.0 stars
Posted by Richard
March 5, 2017

My case was particularly acrimonious and took many years to get settled. Leigh was
always positive and there for me, always upbeat, and showed great legal knowledge.

She went above and beyond as the attorney representing me. I will be forever grateful
for her support and willingness to face the tough challenges we had during that time.

Your best choice when seeking legal counsel!

5.0 stars
Posted by Jon
March 15, 2016

Leigh Daniel represented me for my divorce and multiple custody suits over the years.
I've seen her go up against three of Huntsville's "best". They did not impress and I finally
got custody of my children. Leigh's professionalism, knowledge, and caring attitude
makes her the "best choice". She truly cares about her clients and has their best interest
at heart. I'm very thankful my kids and I had her by our side. Check out her website for
more testimonials, or better yet give her a call!
Kenya Halliburton reviewed Leigh Daniel, Advocate of Positive Change— 5 star
November 26, 2013 ·

Leigh Daniel represented me in my divorce. It was such a dark and painful time in my life and Leigh

and her staff represented and advocated for me with compassion and went above and beyond what

I'd ever think an attorney would do. I'm so grateful for her and HIGHLY recommend that you hire her
if you need someone to help you with your divorce or custody case!

Amelia Stone reviewed Leigh Daniel, Advocate of Positive Change — 5 star
January 20, 2015 ·

You will not find a more caring person.
Tiffany Allen reviewed Leigh Daniel, Advocate of Positive Change — 5 star
May 3, 2016 ·

Leigh Daniel is such a caring attorney. She is really passionate about helping others and it shows. I
will continue to send my colleagues her way. I know I can trust her in their time of need.

Gina Percifull reviewed Leigh Daniel, Advocate of Positive Change — 5 star
May 4, 2016 ·

Incredible Lady! Professional attorney working for others
to better our world.
Melissa Del Toro Schaffner reviewed Leigh Daniel, Advocate of Positive Change — 5 star
May 6, 2016 ·

Leigh Daniel is a consummate professional with the rare and beautiful quality of deep caring and
heart-centered practices. She has high integrity, strong drive to succeed for herself and her

clients/customers/staff, and a vision for win-win outcomes for everyone. Leigh is always in "support"
mode - intending that everyone around her can find happiness, flourish, and achieve their highest
outcomes. However, she is not afraid to dig deep and confront inequality, unfairness, and

unkindness with a strong strategy and effective tactics. I highly recommend working with her and her
services.

Kristen Leigh reviewed Leigh Daniel, Advocate of Positive Change — 5 star
December 27, 2016 ·

Leigh is so much more than an attorney! She has done so much for our family. Thanks to her I got to
spend christmas with my son fir the 1st time in 6 years! She genuinely cares. She goes above and
beyond

Jamerson Godsey reviewed Leigh Daniel, Advocate of Positive Change— 5 star
July 25 ·

Ms. Daniel is a caring and passionate advocate for her
clients!
Deborah Burch reviewed Leigh Daniel, Advocate of Positive Change — 5 star
July 25 ·

Leigh Daniel is a very compassionate attorney. She is always there to help in the hard times, to

answer your questions and help guide you through the struggles of your divorce. You want her in
your corner if you are looking for a divorce attorney. She will always fight for you.
Jennifer Taylor reviewed Leigh Daniel, Advocate of Positive Change — 5 star
July 25 ·

Incredible attorney who helped me through a very
traumatic divorce process.
Nancy Remmers Overfield reviewed Leigh Daniel, Advocate of Positive Change — 5 star
1 hr ·

The moment that I encountered Leigh Daniel, my life changed. Ms. Daniel's quiet confidence and

positive outlook immediately put me at ease - I knew that I was in excellent hands. Well, my instincts
were right on. Since then, I have witnessed first hand how lives can be changed when you align

yourself with a person that lives and promotes a positive and purposeful life. I am blessed to know
her. Highly recommend this very talented individual.

I have used Leigh Daniel for both divorce and custody issues. Each time Leigh
and her team provided exceptional legal service along with outstanding
responsiveness. She helped me through each part of both processes to ensure
that all of my interests were protected. I am in a much better place now thanks
to her.

ANONYMOUS

Leigh handled a custody case for me that I thought was hopeless. She was very
open and honest about what I, and my family, could expect. I was thoroughly
impressed with her knowledge, her patience and the way she interacted with
my children. She was very responsive throughout the proceedings and never
left me “in the dark”. Ultimately, the custody case had exactly the outcome I
was hoping for but never expected. I am convinced Leigh’s determination and
willingness to fight for her client are what led to a favorable outcome for my
children and my family. I can never thank her enough for the time she put into
my case and her dedication to helping my children.

MATT HURST

Let’s face it, divorce sounds so negative: Big “D”, breakup, split. Sounds so
final and the connotation is that it’s negative. Well, not so fast. It’s probably just
our history, our story around those words. What if you reframed it and it
sounded something more like this: Fresh Start, New You—True You, About
time!

That’s what it was like for me working with Leigh Daniel through my divorce. Leigh
is an advocate for positive change, not just in her work in the law firm but in life.
She coached me through it, advised me through it, handed me the tissues and

helped me all the way through the close. I not only recommend her but I whole
heartedly endorse her. Thank you Leigh!

ANONYMOUS

Leigh is unlike any Divorce Attorney you’ve ever known. She is not just an
attorney she is truly an “advocate for positive change”. Her expertise and
competence as and attorney is exceeded only by her compassion for her
clients. She went over in beyond representing me and I am beyond thankful.
It’s difficult for me to put into words my gratitude for her services. I highly
recommend her if you or anyone you know is going through domestic legal issues
in Huntsville Alabama.

KENYA HALLIBURTON

Making a big decision such as divorce can be quite daunting especially if you
do not know the ins and outs when it comes to family law. I remember feeling
anxious about taking that first step into wanting a better life for myself but not
knowing exactly what my rights were as a woman and in the state of Alabama. I
was relieved when I went to Leigh Daniel’s office and was informed of how the
law…works and all the important details which I needed in order to make wise
decisions to protect my rights. The best part about it was that I wasn’t in it
alone. Leigh and Ashleigh Meyer (staff lawyer) were right there with me. They

took the time to answer all my questions and to point out different scenarios in
order to help me make the best choices for me. Their passion for the law and
compassion for people in dire situations make the perfect ingredients for these
“take charge and get results” attorneys. I think anyone would want those
qualities in a lawyer. I know I would and do! I’m so pleased I made that first call
to Leigh. Thanks to Leigh and her staff, my life will never be the same and I
look forward to a brighter future.

KELLY MANN

The statistics were stacked against me to get custody of my children. Leigh
told me upfront that I could not get away “unscathed”, that my chances were
above average, and she would agree to represent me. I was married to a stay
at home mom for 11+ years who suffered from severe depression. We had
depositions and after 6 months eventually went to mediation. At mediation I
offered more than I was comfortable offering; joint custody with long term
alimony. Luckily the opposing counsel was greedy and convinced my ex to
decline the offer. After consulting with Leigh, and through the power of
attraction and positive thoughts, we decided to seek full custody and went
ahead full steam. I worked closely with Leigh to present the “case” and at times
overwhelmed her with recommended Q&A. Through the 18 month process my
case gradually grew stronger, and my exes weaker. At each time there was a
continuance, Leigh assured me that this would help my case, and it did. Leigh
predicted that I would stay strong, and my ex would start misbehaving, which
both happened. Ironically we didn’t know that we were both using the law of

attraction until after the case was 99% over. During interrogation the opposing
attorney questioned me about my journal, which contained affirmations that I
read and repeated to myself. The outcome was nothing short of exactly what I
attracted; full custody, short term alimony (which I attracted), and all of the marital
assets besides my exes personal affects. I didn’t know how, but I knew from
the very beginning that I was going to get exactly what I wanted. I know I
attracted Leigh into my life exactly when I did so that this could happen.

ROBIN

The service that I got from Leigh Daniel was superb. I hired her on two different
occasions, and on each instance the outcomes were better than expected. In
addition, these were two of the most challenging, personal events in my life
and Leigh helped me to understand the process. She communicated fast and
clearly and always showed a high level of commitment in representing my
interests. If you have a domestic relations case in Madison County, I would
recommend Leigh Daniels because she knows the processes involved to
provide you with the best legal representation that you need.

LOUIS GELY

Leigh is such a kind, caring person. She always goes above and beyond for her
clients. She has amazing interest and concern for everyone that she works

with. She pores herself into every case always striving for what is best for her
client. Thank you Leigh for all you do!

CHRISTY HAWKINS DUNN

I went for several consultations where the attorney was happy to collect their
fee without providing useful information. All they did was explain the legal
process and what they expected from me. The minute I sat down with Leigh, it
felt like a huge weight was lifted from my shoulders. She was so warm and
friendly and treated me with kindness and respect. Leigh listened to me…she
actually allowed ME to speak and provided useful guidance giving my
consultation considerable value. My divorce was very traumatic for me and
Leigh made me feel so much better and informed me of what I needed to do so
that I was protected.

It was very important to me that I had good communication with my attorney. I
could always reach Leigh via email, and phone calls were promptly returned. If I
needed to see Leigh, I was able to get an appointment within a reasonable
time period…this was invaluable to me.

Leigh is so non-judgmental and I could tell her anything without feeling self
conscious. In addition to excellent attorney representation, Leigh’s staff

provides support that is just as warm and friendly as she is. Leigh worked hard
for me, she “stuck it out” and encouraged me when others might not have. The
end result was an excellent outcome and fair settlement. I truly can’t say
enough good things about Leigh, and welcome anyone to get in touch with me
for specific questions about my case and representation.

JENNIFER T.

Leigh Daniel helped me through a very complex divorce and aggressively
defended my interests. I know that I can count on her to return my
correspondence in a timely manner and fight for my rights as a parent. Both my
mother and I have put our trust in Ms. Daniel over the past three years when
dealing with my difficult ex-wife, and I strongly recommend her anyone
searching for an attorney.

MARK C.

Thank you for making such a hard time better. You made me feel like family
and or a long lost friend. I felt more comfortable with you and your staff than

the situation I was going thru at the time. I appreciate all you have done and I

will never forget it. You made my life better 

REGINA HARRIS

It has been a wonderful pleasure having Leigh Daniel and Associates as my
lawyer. I retained their service for a divorce. It is a hard thing to come to grips
with the fact that you want to file for a divorce after many years of giving your life
to someone. Especially, when there are also children involved. You have to
really be sure about what it is your doing.

Leigh Daniel and Associates helped make this process much easier for me.
Which no divorce is easy, but it helped greatly know they were on my side. I
was very nervous and the first visit I explained my situation. Leigh provided all
information in regards to laws, courts, process, etc. I at first felt overwhelmed
by all the information, but they helped greatly in making the process much
easier. Divorce is a hard enough thing to go through without dealing with
lawyers wanting to go for it all or “Go for the throat” so to speak. Leigh and her
team didn’t do that at all. They kept me aware of all my rights every step of the
way. Provided me with different solutions and left me to make the final
decisions. They definitely don’t like tying up the court system and having to
drag things out when it is not necessary. They were always very quick to

respond and send letters, information to court system immediately. They
always gave great advice to help in all situations.

My divorce became final at mediation without having to go to court. This was
very nice. When it was all over it was sad in many ways. One because now I am
on my own and don’t have anyone to count on in life. I know now that my
decision was a good decision and I’m very happy in my life. Two because now
I’m not talking to Leigh and her team all the time like before, kind of like going
9 months with your doctor to deliver a baby and then the baby is born and you
don’t see that doctor again for a long time.

I know I can always count on Leigh and her team for support. Leigh and her
team are very honest, respectful group of people and I would refer them to any
of my friends.

JACKIE FITCH

Leigh Daniels handled my military divorce and made what was a truly difficult
time in my life bearable. She guided me through the maze with her expertise,
positive outlook and confidence.

Leigh is competent, and responsive with a high level of integrity. She always
listened to my concerns, as well as researched to find solutions that would
recommending Leigh and her staff.

BARBARA RICH

At the absolute lowest point in my life, I was in desperate need of help. The
fear of a pending divorce and loss of my children had me absolutely
overwhelmed, as beaten down as one could feel. I needed someone to listen
to my entire situation, understand my circumstances, and provide me expert
advice. I had gone to two prior firms to talk about my situation and walked
away uncomfortable, still lost, and unsure of what to do. Upon meeting Leigh
for the first time, I knew I had found my partner. The more I spoke with Leigh
the comfortable I felt that even through the most horrible experience I could
imagine, I was going to be OK. Leigh was focused, listened to my horror
stories, and fielded my many questions providing easy to understand, excellent
advice, providing comfort and hope that I needed so badly. I strongly

recommend Leigh Daniel and her firm for anyone looking for legal counsel in
facing divorce.

Thank you Leigh for all you did for me and giving me the hope and guidance I
needed.

CHAD M.

During the spring of 2010, I retained Leigh Daniel for an ongoing custody case
for my 10-year-old son and defense against a superfluous contempt motion. My
ex-spouse has a behavioral disorder that is non-conducive to a peaceful family
environment. Also, she had filed a contempt motion against me for
noncompliance with a divorce decree when, in fact, I was in technical
compliance per the order. Ms. Daniel advertises that she and her staff practice
the “CARE Philosophy”. The following is my critique on her compliance to each
facet of this philosophy.

1. Communicating with the Client – Ms. Daniel is very responsive to each
email, phone call, and unannounced visits to the office. This includes

responses via email on holidays. Either Ms. Daniel or a member of her staff
will return inquiries or information within a day. I have never experienced a

situation where I was waiting a week for a response to information or
inquiries.

2. Appropriate Recommendation for Positive Actions – Ms. Daniel is very

forthright and honest when making recommendations regarding my case. In
fact, before a change of circumstances, Ms. Daniel told me, as a father, it

would be “tough” to reverse custody. I had made several suggestions that
would have incurred cost on my behalf. Ms. Daniel was quick to dismiss
these suggestions, which save on fees and serves as testimony of her

integrity. All proactive actions Ms. Daniel has recommended has benefited
my case.

3. Representation in Court – As a former Sheriff’s Deputy, I have observed
literally hundreds of attorneys perform in court. Some attorneys are

complacent and lethargic with their courtroom presentations. April 2011, Ms.
Daniel presented my case during an Emergency Pendante Lite hearing for
custody of my son. She subpoenaed more than enough witnesses,

complied appropriate documentation, and even presented evidence “on the
fly” as the oppositions’ testimony changed. Ms. Daniel presented my case

professionally and aggressively which resulted in temporary custody of my
son.

4. Extended Client Relationship through Referral – Ms. Daniel made several
recommendations to resources such as the Warrant’s Magistrate, Child

Psychologist, and others. I would consider all these referrals to be relevant
to my case and not a waste of time or financial resources. On March 1st

2011, evidence presented itself which required an Emergency Hearing for

Child Custody. When Ms. Daniel received notification of this evidence, she
and her staff immediately filed for an emergency hearing. The emergency

hearing was held shortly after. Ms. Daniel more than adequately prepared
for the hearing to include the subpoena of witnesses and compilation of

evidence. She represented my case aggressively to squelch the rhetoric

and untruthfulness of the opposition. With the evidence provided and Ms.

Daniel’s superior presentation skills, the Court awarded me with temporary

legal and physical custody of my son. Ms. Daniel continues to represent me
as the final hearing nears closer.

In closing, Leigh Daniel and her staff operate the best legal practice I have ever
observed.

JOSEPH V. LUCIUS, III

I am so thankful that I chose Leigh to represent my children and I during a very
difficult time in our lives. Her knowledge, advice and support helped me
understand the process and cope with the unfortunate situation I was faced
with. I felt that she truly cared about me and had my best interest at heart.

JON FLEMING

Leigh is always in “support” mode – intending that everyone around her can
find happiness, flourish, and achieve their highest outcomes. However, she is

not afraid to dig deep and confront inequality, unfairness, and unkindness with
a strong strategy and effective tactics.

MELISSA DEL TORO SCHAFFNER

The relationships, support & encouragement from PPC has been unbelievable!
There is such a vast resource of change-makers and shakers who have joined
together with a goal to get their messages out into the world to help
themselves and others.

CARON KEENS

 just wanted to thank you for all of your help today. This is a huge win for me,
and the first time in 5 years I’ve felt like something fair and just has occurred
with this whole situation with Molly and c hild support. It took half the day for the
wonderful reality of what happened to fully settle upon my brain. I wanted to
jump for joy when I got home late this afternoon. I owe you a great bottle of
wine. That’s forthcoming my friend.
KENT PORTER

